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Wilson Center Digital Archive Translation - English

N O T E

 of the conversation between Comrade Koca Popovic with [US Secretary of State]
Dean Rusk in his office at SD [the State Department] 17 October 1963.

 While still at the White House, he [Rusk] asked me if I was ready to exchange
thoughts. Since I answered that I was, immediately following lunch at the WH, we
went to the (SD), where we remained in conversation to near 1600 hours, after which
I returned to the WH to continue my discussions with Kennedy (that means we spoke
for about an hour and a half).

 The conversation during the entire time was comfortable, warm, and friendly. He first
explained to me what they had accomplished in their conversations with the
Russians. Situation is as such, he said, that they cannot move forward as quickly as
they would like. Their [US] public opinion is very skeptical, especially after the Soviet
stationing of rockets in Cuba; and they themselves, the Administration, are still not
sure that once again it will not come to a sharp change in the Soviet course.

 He revealed his thinking that one could still not speak about an easing of tensions,
but only about creating conditions for this to happen. We came to the conclusion that
some things are more easily solved through one step “de facto,” rather than through
signed agreements, agreements in which one always had to foresee every possible
guarantee against violations of the agreement. This makes it difficult to sign this type
of agreement. I told him that this approach seemed to me to be correct and realistic.

 He spoke individually about the themes that they had spoken with the Russians
([Soviet Foreign Minister, Andrei] Gromyko). West Berlin. Here he fears that the
Russians will do something that would again escalate the problem. He mentions the
recent halting of convoys over the last few days. I told him I believed that was a local
issue. I asked him, for my information sake if the commander of the convoy had
behaved differently than normal, with respect to the procedure, or perhaps the
content of the convoy. He said that they had verified this, because they know that
some of their individual military commanders can at times be arrogant and make
mistakes. [The review] showed that, in fact, the [convoy] followed the same type of
procedure and approach as in previous times. He said that both sides are concerned
about creating any new precedents, outside of the normal procedures. I asked him
what the Russians had stated was the reason for the stopping [of the convoy] after
the fact. He said: exactly that, it had something to do with when and where the
convoy can be stopped, when the crews have the right to disembark from their trucks
and similar things. But that at this time there was no attempt to violate the normal
procedures.

 (From his answers I gained the impression that in fact maybe this was an attempt to
create some type of a “new precedent.” In any event, his explanations were not
totally clear).

 Following this he mentioned the question of the spread of nuclear weapons. He said
that it was a natural desire on the part of the powers that had these weapons that
they not be spread. The conflict with the Russians revolves around the insistence of
the USA to create a multilateral attack force [Multilateral Nuclear Forces (MNF)]. They
see in this a guarantee against the individual nuclear arming of Germany – which
they [the US] do not desire at all. (Among other things, he said that they still do not
know if it will come to this, that is if multilateral forces will be created). This does not
appeal to the Russians. I brought forth some arguments against this, that we, as well,
see in this some reason for concern. Rusk added: and what will we do with China? I
said that this situation is in fact different: both the USA and the SU [Soviet Union] are
interested that China remain without nuclear weapons; in addition China is not in the
same way a member of the military group of the SU as is Germany in relationship to



the West, through NATO. He then said that in fact the Russians are the ones who first
stepped away from the principle of non-proliferation [of nuclear weapons] since they
were the ones helping the Chinese to develop their own nuclear potential. I said that
this happened under different circumstances; the USA had also shared their
knowledge in this field with Great Britain. He said that this was a different situation, it
concerned an ally from the war and so forth. In addition, as an illustration that they
did not want to spread [nuclear weapons], he mentioned their position toward France,
where they came to have major problems especially because of this question.

 Regarding the Soviet suggestion concerning a pact of nonaggression between the
Eastern and the Western blocks, Rusk said that, at least for now, this is not
acceptable for them. They, in fact, fear that in the framework of this type of pact,
under mutual obligations concerning the non-use of force, the Russians could, in a
non-military way, work to pressure Western troops from West Berlin. I brought forth
our different point of view concerning this question, that is, the positive assessment
of this Soviet proposal. I also pointed to many artificial and conditional elements in
the Berlin proposal, which makes it more difficult to achieve a completely rational
solution.

 He continued to talk about the checkpoints. The problem in this [situation, Rusk
stated] is that the Russians have tied this to the denuclearization of Middle [Central]
Europe. For them, the USA, this is unacceptable. They [the Soviets] cannot ask that
there be no nuclear weapons in the area that remains a target of nuclear weapons
from the other side. I did not accept this argumentation. I added that this is
worrisome in that it implies the possibility that nuclear weapons can be put in “this
area,” which raises suspicions. He says that it is important that these weapons not be
in the hands of, that is, at the disposal, of these [Central European] countries. I
remained firmly on the position that this is not enough.

 Following this I mentioned the discussions with the Russians concerning the mutual
destruction of some mid-range bombers (srednjih bombardera) (of a specific type) of
both sides. The goal is to destroy them before they become outdated. That is above
all else because, as they age, these bombers should not be transferred to third
countries. I asked if there had been some announcement about this, maybe when we
were on our way to LA [Latin America]. He said that there was no announcement,
[a]lthough on one occasion he almost slipped and blurted out the information.
Russians have not rejected (odbili) this idea, but now they are suggesting some other
types (again mid-range bombers) than those suggested by the Americans.

 Following this he [Rusk] spoke about the possibility of freezing, actually reducing the
military budget. This is in fact an example of one “de facto” possibility about which in
the meantime it would be certainly very difficult to achieve a regular public
agreement in the form of a treaty. When he went to Moscow to sign the treaty about
testing [Limited Test Ban Treaty], [Soviet leader Nikita S.] Khrushchev said to him
that the USSR intends not to raise its military budget next year, and that, eventually,
the budget would be reduced. On the basis of this, the USA would, therefore, be able
to behave similarly.

 We briefly discussed clauses [Most Favored Nation clause (MFN)]. I told him that I did
not want to initiate this. Our position is known and unchanged. The return of clauses
[MFN] remains some kind of an objective precondition for increasingly improving
relations. He accepted this. As to my question concerning the prospects [of MFN] he
said that he was almost certain that concerning Yugoslavia this issue would be
resolved, but in the case of the Poles it would be more difficult.

 I forgot to say, that right at the beginning, he mentioned Cuba. He said that a real
peace cannot be reached as long as Soviet troops are there. As far as they know the
withdrawal is continuing, but there still remain about seven thousand (if I remember



correctly) experts. The Russians are trying to convince them [the US] that these are
experts –instructors– and they, the Americans, are inclined to believe this; but the
problem remains. I said that I did not want to enter into all of the known elements
that had contributed to all of this earlier, but the question remains: can the Russians
now immediately withdraw all of their personnel? That is why I am interested whether
they, the Americans, could do something that would mean a more positive course of
action towards Cuba, at least with the idea of reducing their debt. They say that they
had already tried, but without success because of Castro's position. He also noted the
Cuban refusal to accept clear humanitarian assistance following the damage by
[Hurricane] “Flora,” in the same way that the Chinese had refused [aid] a few years
earlier. In addition, they [the US] cannot undertake something along these lines, [i.e.]
positive, because of the continued presence of the Soviet experts [in Cuba], because
[US] public opinion is very sensitive to this.

 To their question concerning the duration of the current Soviet course, I said that it is
our belief that it is long term. (Prior to this, along with West Berlin and Cuba, he noted
as sensitive points Vietnam and Laos, and for Laos he said that they had a clear
impression that the Russians are no longer in a position to influence things, and what
they are doing is contributing to not making it worse).

 The long term, I said, would possibly be endangered only if some type of crisis
develops and escalates. He said that of the issues mentioned, he did not see any that
could again escalate matters – except for eventually Berlin – on the part of the
Russians. –I said: as for Berlin, I do not see any interest the Russians would have in
escalating. That means, there remain, in my view, three possible causes (for
escalation): Cuba, the arming of Germany and the eventual attempt that some would
exploit, manipulate, the conflict of the SU [Soviet Union] with China. I supported this
with arguments concerning my thinking.

 He asked me about the movements in the Eastern European countries, about the
possibility of China and the SU making peace and [about] other things. I gave him our
well known positions.

 He said that they would like to name a new ambassador to Belgrade after the matter
with the most-favored-nation clause goes through Congress. I said that I understand,
but that it would be bad if this issue would be delayed too long. He agreed.

 At the end, I said that, as far as I can see, the quality of their relationship with the
Russians has significantly changed, improved, with respect to the past. (I mention
that discussions are underway about widening consular relations). I gave a positive
evaluation of [President John F.] Kennedy's speech at [American] University which
supported the above [statement]. He completely agreed with this. It will not go
quickly [Rusk said], but in the meantime it is important that it is moving forward and
that they are prepared (for this). They see that even the Russians understand their
difficulties. In private they speak differently, more constructively. Even he and
Gromyko call each other now by their first names. He adds how much they were
impressed by Khrushchev's statement that pertains to the Chinese, when he said that
after nuclear war the living would envy the dead. Kennedy used this in one of his
speeches.

 I have added here everything that I could remember from my conversations with
Rusk. Maybe I have left out some peripheral questions, but I covered the main points.
In the end I repeat that the conversation was friendly and more important it was
totally between equals and with full respect – as was not the case with any prior
minister of foreign affairs of the USA.

 Rusk also requested that we again consider leaving our observers in Yemen. I
explained to him how uncomfortable this mission is, but I said that I would convey



this to our President and that maybe we would reconsider this. (Later, [Yugoslav
President] Comrade [Joseph Borz] Tito, in discussions with Kennedy, clearly put the
possibility forward that our soldiers would remain in the current mission in Yemen).

 In the end Rusk requested that we stay in contact concerning many of the questions
discussed. I agreed, thanked him for his hospitality and for the valuable information
and open conversation.

 [Yugoslav Minister of Foreign Affairs] Koca Popovic

  


